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A look at some of things you should look for if thinking of taking up the diving experience on
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Article Body:
Many people decide to take their first plunge into diving on Holidays probably mainly down to

I find that the first experience I had of one of these trips to be fairly dangerous and not wh

The main problem is people not knowing the information you should be aware of before attemptin

Now that I´m a very experienced diver I can give thoughts back to what makes those holiday div

The first thing you should look for is that its a proper run dive school most places will be o

The Diving instructors and Dive masters should be willing to show their log books showing thei

The last time I was out in Egypt I made it my point to get as much information from the Dive s

Your first concern is safety and the things you need to look for are can I inspect the certifi

In Diving accidents and cases of the bends the importance of being able to administer 02 quick

For a long time I was not aware of this doing dives on holidays your life is very precious all

It´s important that you understand the need to check the equipment before pool sessions on hol

When doing the pool sessions I often identify myself as a Divemaster and help out to make sure

Diving on holidays is often taken as a bit of a slack process and quite often its needs that l

I found that on the first dive I ever did it was not explained to me that there is a purge but

This would have been alleviated if I had known I could expel the water by pressing the front o

My training was done in pools and very cold quarries and parts of the docks at the Mersey so n

This can be the difference in being able to make a recovery from the depths. When doing a divi
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